Multi-stage Optimization of Matchings in Trees
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a method for multi-stage optimization of matchings in trees relative to different weight functions that assign positive weights to the edges of the trees. This method can be useful in transplantology where nodes of the tree correspond to pairs (donor, patient) and two nodes (pairs) are connected by an edge if these pairs can exchange kidneys. Weight functions can characterize the number of exchanges, the importance of exchanges, or their compatibility.
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1 Introduction

In this paper, we consider problems of matching optimization connected with kidney transplantation [7, 12]. Let \( G \) be an indirected graph which edges and nodes have positive weights. Nodes of this graph can be interpreted as pairs (donor, patient) and two nodes \( A = (a_1, a_2) \) and \( B = (b_1, b_2) \) are connected by an edge if the donor \( a_1 \) can donate a kidney to the patient \( b_2 \), and the donor \( b_1 \) can donate a kidney to the patient \( a_2 \). The weight of a node \( A \) can be interpreted as an importance of the transplantation for the patient from the pair \( A \). The weight of an edge connecting nodes \( A \) and \( B \) can be interpreted as a compatibility of the exchange of kidneys between the pairs \( A \) and \( B \).

A matching in \( G \) is a set of edges without common nodes. We consider three optimization problems connected with matchings: (c) maximization of the cardinality of a matching, (n) maximization of the sum of weights of nodes in a matching, and (e) maximization of the sum of edges in a matching. The considered problems can be solved in polynomial time [6, 9].

Each solution of the problem (c) allows us to help to the maximum number of patients. It is known [8] that each solution of the problem (n) is also a solution of the problem (c). The situation with the problem (e) is different: a solution of the problem (e) can be not a solution of the problem (c) (see Fig. 1).

In such a situation, it is reasonable to consider multi-stage optimization of matchings relative to different criteria, for example, to describe all matchings with maximum cardinality and later to describe among these matchings all matchings with maximum weight of edges. Another possibility is to describe
the whole set of matchings with maximum weight of nodes and after that to
describe among these matchings all matchings with maximum weight of edges.

The problem (c) can be formulated as the problem (e) when the weight of
each edge is equal to 1. The problem (n) can be formulated as the problem (e)
when the weight of each edge is equal to the sum of weights of its ends. So we
can consider multi-stage optimization of weights of edges in matchings relative
to a number of weight functions each of which assigns a positive weight to each
edge of the graph $G$.

In this paper, we consider a dynamic programming algorithm for multi-stage
optimization of matchings in trees. This algorithm can be generalized in a natural
way to the forests.

The dynamic programming multi-stage optimization approach was created
initially for the decision trees and decision rules [2]. One of the main areas of ap-
lications for the approach is the rough set theory [10, 11] in which decision trees
and rules are widely used. This approach was extended also to some combinator-
ial optimization problems [1, 3–5]. Here we consider one more its application.

This paper consists of four sections. In Sect. 2, we consider a graph $D(G)$
corresponding to the tree $G$. We use this graph to describe the set of matchings
in $G$ and to optimize these matchings. Section 3 is devoted to the multi-stage
optimization of matchings in $G$ relative to different weight functions. Section 4
contains short conclusions.

## 2 Graph $D(G)$ Corresponding to Tree $G$

Let $G$ be a tree. A matching in $G$ is a set of edges without common nodes. We
choose a node in the tree $G$ as a root. It will be useful for us to consider $G$ as a
directed graph with the orientation of edges from the root. Now each node $v$ in
$G$ defines a subtree $G(v)$ of $G$ in which $v$ is the root.

We describe now a graph $D(G)$ (forest of directed trees) which will be used to
describe the set of matchings in $G$ and to optimize these matchings. It contains
main nodes from $G$ and auxiliary nodes corresponding to the main ones.

Let $v$ be a terminal node of $G$ – see Fig. 2 (a). Then in the graph $D(G)$
there are two nodes $v$ (main) and $v(\emptyset)$ (auxiliary) corresponding to $v$ which are
connected by an edge starting in $v$ and entering $v(\emptyset)$ – see Fig. 2 (b).

Let $v$ be a nonterminal node of $G$ which has $k$ outgoing edges $e_1, \ldots, e_k$
entering nodes $v_1, \ldots, v_k$, respectively – see Fig. 3 (a). Then in $D(G)$ there are
A proper subgraph $\Delta$ of the graph $D(G)$ is a graph obtained from $D(G)$ by removal of some edges such that each main node in $\Delta$ has at least one outgoing edge. Let $v$ be a main node in $D(G)$ with children $v(e_1), \ldots, v(e_k), v(\emptyset)$. We denote by $E_\Delta(v)$ the set of all $\sigma \in \{e_1, \ldots, e_k, \emptyset\}$ such that there is an edge in $\Delta$ from $v$ to $v(\sigma)$. Proper subgraphs of the graph $D(G)$ can be obtained as results of optimization of matchings in $G$ relative to weight functions.

Let $\Delta$ be a proper subgraph of the graph $D(G)$. We correspond a set $M_\Delta(u)$ of matchings in $G$ to each node $u$ of $\Delta$. Let $C$ and $D$ be sets elements of which are also sets. We denote $C \otimes D = \{c \cup d : c \in C, d \in D\}$.

Let $v$ be a terminal node of $G$. Then $M_\Delta(v) = M_\Delta(v(\emptyset)) = \{\lambda\}$ where $\lambda$ is the empty matching. Let $v$ be a nonterminal node of $G$ which has $k$ outgoing
edges \( e_1, \ldots, e_k \) entering nodes \( v_1, \ldots, v_k \), respectively. Then, for \( i = 1, \ldots, k \),

\[
M_\Delta(v(\emptyset)) = \bigotimes_{j \in \{1, \ldots, k\}} M_\Delta(v_j),
\]

\[
M_\Delta(v(e_i)) = \bigotimes_{j \in \{1, \ldots, k\} \setminus \{i\}} M_\Delta(v_j) \otimes M_\Delta(v_i(\emptyset)) \otimes \{e_i\},
\]

\[
M_\Delta(v) = \bigcup_{\sigma \in E_\Delta(v)} M_\Delta(v(\sigma)).
\]

Let \( \Delta = D(G) \). One can show that, for any node \( v \) of \( G \), \( M_{D(G)}(v) \) is the set of all matchings in \( G(v) \) and \( M_{D(G)}(v(\emptyset)) \) is the set of all matchings in \( G(v) \) which do not use the node \( v \) (have no edges with the end \( v \)). For any nonterminal node \( v \) of \( G \) and for any edge \( e \) starting in \( v \), \( M_{D(G)}(v(e)) \) is the set of all matchings in \( G(v) \) containing the edge \( e \).

Let \( G \) contain \( n \) nodes and, therefore, \( n - 1 \) edges. Then the graph \( D(G) \) contains \( 3n - 1 \) nodes and \( 2n - 1 \) edges. It is clear that the graph \( D(G) \) can be constructed in linear time depending on \( n \).

### 3 Multi-stage Optimization of Matchings

Let \( \Delta \) be a proper subgraph of the graph \( D(G) \) and \( w \) be a weight function which assigns a positive weight \( w(e) \) to each edge \( e \) of \( G \). We now describe the procedure of optimization of matchings described by \( \Delta \) relative to the weight function \( w \). During the work of this procedure, we attach a number \( w_\Delta(u) \) to each node \( u \) of \( \Delta \) and, may be, remove some edges from \( \Delta \).

Let \( v \) be a terminal node of \( G \). Then \( w_\Delta(v) = w_\Delta(v(\emptyset)) = 0 \). Let \( v \) be a nonterminal node of \( G \) which has \( k \) outgoing edges \( e_1, \ldots, e_k \) entering nodes \( v_1, \ldots, v_k \), respectively. Then, for \( i = 1, \ldots, k \),

\[
w_\Delta(v(\emptyset)) = \sum_{j \in \{1, \ldots, k\}} w_\Delta(v_j),
\]

\[
w_\Delta(v(e_i)) = \sum_{j \in \{1, \ldots, k\} \setminus \{i\}} w_\Delta(v_j) + w_\Delta(v_i(\emptyset)) + w(e_i)
\]

\[
w_\Delta(v) = \max\{w_\Delta(v(\sigma)) : \sigma \in E_\Delta(v)\}.
\]

For each \( \sigma \in E_\Delta(v) \) such that \( w_\Delta(v(\sigma)) < w_\Delta(v) \), we remove the edge connecting nodes \( v \) and \( v(\sigma) \) from the graph \( \Delta \). We denote by \( \Delta^w \) the obtained proper subgraph of the graph \( D(G) \). It is clear that \( E_{\Delta^w}(v) = \{\sigma : \sigma \in E_\Delta(v), w_\Delta(v(\sigma)) = w_\Delta(v)\} \) for each nonterminal node \( v \) of the tree \( G \).

One can show that, for each node \( u \) of the graph \( \Delta \), the number \( w_\Delta(u) \) is the maximum total weight of edges in a matching from \( M_\Delta(u) \) relative to the weight function \( w \), and the set \( M_{\Delta^w}(u) \) is the set of all matchings from \( M_\Delta(u) \) that have the total weight of edges \( w_\Delta(u) \) relative to the weight function \( w \).
Let $G$ contain $n$ nodes and, therefore, $n - 1$ edges. For a terminal node $v$ of the tree $G$, we do not need arithmetical operations to find values of $w_{\Delta}(v)$ and $w_{\Delta}(v(\emptyset))$. Let $v$ be a nonterminal node of $G$ which has $k$ outgoing edges $e_1, \ldots, e_k$ entering nodes $v_1, \ldots, v_k$, respectively. We need $k - 1$ additions to compute the value $w_{\Delta}(v(\emptyset))$, $3k$ additions and subtractions to compute the values $w_{\Delta}(v(e_1)), \ldots, w_{\Delta}(v(e_k))$, at most $k$ comparisons to compute the value $w_{\Delta}(v)$, and at most $k + 1$ comparisons to determine edges starting in $v$ that should be removed. As a result, for the node $v$, the considered algorithm makes at most $6k$ arithmetical operations. To process the tree $G$, the procedure of optimization makes at most $6n$ arithmetical operations, i.e., has linear time complexity depending on $n$.

We can use the considered procedure for multi-stage optimization of matchings. Let we have a tree $G$ and weight functions $w_1, w_2, \ldots$ which assign positive weights to the edges of $G$. We choose a node $v$ of $G$ as the root and construct the graph $\Delta = D(G)$. We know that the set $M_{\Delta}(v)$ corresponding to the node $v$ of $\Delta$ is equal to the set of all matchings in $G$.

We apply to the graph $\Delta$ the procedure of optimization relative to the weight function $w_1$. As a result, we obtain a proper subgraph $\Delta^{w_1}$ of the graph $D(G)$. The set $M_{\Delta^{w_1}}(v)$ corresponding to the node $v$ of $\Delta^{w_1}$ is equal to the set of all matchings from $M_{\Delta}(v)$ which have maximum total weight of edges relative to the weight function $w_1$.

We apply to the graph $\Delta^{w_1}$ the procedure of optimization relative to the weight function $w_2$. As a result, we obtain a proper subgraph $\Delta^{w_1,w_2}$ of the graph $D(G)$. The set of matchings $M_{\Delta^{w_1,w_2}}(v)$ corresponding to the node $v$ of $\Delta^{w_1,w_2}$ is equal to the set of all matchings from $M_{\Delta^{w_1}}(v)$ which have maximum total weight of edges relative to the weight function $w_2$, etc.

In particular, we can maximize the cardinality of matchings and after that among all matchings with maximum cardinality we can choose all matchings with maximum total weight of edges.

It is easy to extend the considered approach to forests: we can apply the optimization procedures to each tree from a forest independently.

## 4 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a method for multi-stage optimization of matchings in trees relative to a sequence of weight functions. This method can be useful in transplantology if besides of the maximization of transplanted kidneys we would like to maximize the compatibility of the transplantations. In the future, we will try to generalize this method to other classes of graphs.
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